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Content
Introduction
Game Concept:
-High Concept
Merciless Renewal is a first-person 3D adventure simulation game where
the player must renew their inherited family farm. The player starts off with
no animals and a barely livable house. For the player to renew the farm,
they must obtain animals and upgrade the farm buildings to their former
state. This game is inspired by my love for side games in games and my
recent learning of Blackjack. People enjoy playing Blackjack and other
minigames and people also enjoy animals therefore I wanted to create a
combination of both. A game fully dependent on minigames.

-Core Game Play
The gameplay will be casual but require strategy and money
management. The player will be able to move around the village and find
the areas containing the animals they need for their current quest. Each
animal will have a different mini game associated with how they will be
obtained. There will be two animals that need to be obtained, cats and
chickens. They will be obtained through playing “Catjack” and “Chicken
Keno” respectively. Once animals are obtained, they will start producing
income. With the main goal of the game being to completely restore the
family farm. The farm is fully restored after the player has the house and
chicken coop to level 2 and 6 of each of the animals.

-Theme
Within Merciless Renewal players will have to learn the rules behind
Blackjack and Keno to succeed in obtaining animals. The player must beat
the games in order to successfully receive some of the animals. The theme
will be a mixture of cute and cartoonish graphics while what the player is
doing to obtain the animals is strategic and demanding.

-Genre
3D Farm Management Simulation Game
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Back Story:
A few weeks back [Players Name]’s decrepit great grandfather died. The
family farm was given to them. Blessing or curse? [Players Name] had
always loved that farm, but when they got there it was a disaster.
Completely ran down and on top of that, no animals! [Players Name] could
hardly believe how run down it was compared to how it was when he/she
was young. It is up to them to restore honor to the family farm that had
been in their name for decades. However, animals are pricey, and they do
not have money. Guess it is a good thing the village nearby is swarming
with animals. The law has been cracking down on number of animals a
household can have as well, sure we can use that to our advantage. I
remember the good ol’ days when the house was swarming with cats and
the coop was overflowing with chickens. Granny had 6 cats that kept the
mice out and a big chicken coop with 6 chickens providing food.
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Example of Play:
The player will spawn into the game in front of the inherited farm. Then
a letter will pop up on the screen from their grandfather explaining the
farm has been passed to them. The first quest will appear informing the
player that the first step needed in rebuilding the farm is to get some cats
to chase away the mice. The house will be the only building currently in
livable condition. At this point the player will have the choice to explore the
village or to proceed to the quest. They will need to go to Mrs. Sally Mae’s
house and beat her in Catjack for her to give them a cat.
Upon arriving at Mrs. Sally Mae’s house, they will be prompted to win
some cats from her. If they choose to do so, a game of “CatJack” will launch.
Here, the player will win cats through basic blackjack rules. If the player
wins, they will receive a cat fulfilling their initial quest. The cat will now
start generating income per minute by keeping away the mice. If they lose,
she does not give them a cat.
Money will be needed to upgrade the other animal buildings in order to
unlock other minigames to obtain the animals. The player can choose to
play more “CatJack” even after they have obtained their current max
number of cats for money. This will be necessary to upgrade the buildings.
Or the player can choose to just wait until their animals produce enough
money for the upgrade.
The next quest will be for the player to clean the house. The player will
need to walk to the house and simply press “C” to clean the house. This is
simply to show the player how to fill their cleanliness percentage, so they
do not lose the game. The level of the house will determine how much is
decreases per minute.
The next quest will be to repair the chicken coop. Once the player builds
up enough money to repair the chicken coop and does so, they will unlock
the minigame “Chicken Keno”. They will have to travel to Mr. Jack Smith’s
house to beat him at Keno and win some of his chickens. Before the quest
to win some chickens arrives however, they will get a quest informing them
to clean the coop.
From there the player will be open to determine what they will do next.
The options available being upgrade the house or chicken coop. Once they
are upgraded, they will be able to house more cats/chickens respectively.
The player will need to check into the farm ever so often and clean the
house/farm buildings. Otherwise, there will be consequences. If the house is
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not cleaned, the cats can start to die. If there are no cats, the house will
decay. If they don’t clean the chicken coop, the chickens will start to die. If
there are no chickens, the building will decay. If both the house and coop
are fully decayed i.e. level 0 the player will starve, lose the game and fail to
bring honor back to the farm. The player will be shown the game over
screen and returned to the main menu.
Once the player has upgraded all the buildings and filled the farm with
animals, they win the game.
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Market Analysis:
-Target Market
For Merciless Renewal the target market would be people age 13 and up.
Anyone that enjoys gambling, simulation games and animals.

-Expected ESRB Rating
The expected ESRB Rating would be T because of the simulated
gambling within the game. Even though it is based around cute animals and
the goal of just trying to rebuild the family farm.

Project Overview:
-Target Hardware Requirements
Operating System: Windows 8+ 64-bit
Processor: 2.5 GHz +
Memory: 6GB Ram
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD Card +
Free Hard Disk Space:
Input: Mouse/Keyboard

-Milestone Schedule
-Game Pitch: January 24, 2019
-Game Design Documents: February 7, 2019
-Core Mechanic Demo: February 28, 2019
-Midway Point Game Play: March 19, 2019
-Version 1.0 – April 25, 2019
-Version 2.0 - TBA

-Team Members
Tiffany Abernathy
Responsibilities: Programming (Mechanics, Menus, AI, UI)
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Gameplay
Challenge Structure:
The challenge structure of Merciless Renewal is the ability to strategize and
win various gambling style games in order to renew the farm. In addition,
maintain clean buildings to avoid dangerous consequences that could cause
them to lose the game. The player has 20/50 minutes between each clean
(Depending on Building Level) before it hits zero and animals start to die, or the
building starts to decay.

Level Progression:
There are no defined levels. However, each animal would be considered
harder to obtain. Whereas the cats are initially obtainable for the player, the
cost to repair the chicken coop will require money. Further animals would cost
even more.

Game Areas:
There will be two main game areas: the farm the player has inherited and
the village where they will need to gamble with villagers to receive animals from
and make their money.

Displaying Gameplay Stats:
For each building there will be a small icon indicating its cleanliness. In
addition to the amount of money the player currently has. These will appear in
the bottom left. The player will also be able to press L to open the log. This will
show how many animals the player has obtained. The log will also show what
level the buildings are at and how much it costs to make the next repair.
Pressing Q will bring up the quest log with all completed quests and the current
quest. Pressing M will bring up the map.

Victory Condition:
The player will win when they have completely repaired all the buildings to
their former state and filled the farm with animals. I.e. Both the house and the
coop are at level 2, and the player has 6 cats and 6 chickens.

Economy:
The economy within Merciless Renewal is money, time and animals. The
player needs animals to make money but needs money to get more animals.
The player needs to take the time to clean the buildings or the animals die. If
the animals all die, and the player still has not cleaned the building, the
building decays. If all buildings fully decay, the player loses.
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Replay:
The game has some aspect of replay ability if the player looses because they
could not manage everything and dies, or if they would just like to continue
playing the minigames for money.
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Game World
Environment:
The game will be split into two main areas, the player’s inherited farm and
the village. The village will be a low poly generally happy graphically pleasing
place. There will be different houses offering different animals. The farm will
appear like it should be the same feeling as the village, but the buildings will be
in poor condition and need to be renovated. Once the player has upgraded all
the farm buildings both areas within the environment should seem more
unified.

Overall Feel:
The overall feel of the game will be sort of like a load on your shoulders and
stressful. However, the goal is for once the player has completed their goal it
should feel relieving and make the player feel accomplished. They have
successfully renovated and brought honor back to their family’s farm.
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Gameplay Mechanics
Game Walkthrough:
After the game is installed and started up the player will be prompted with
a start screen. The player will then be navigated to the main menu where they
can select to create a new game, load an existing game, view mini games rules,
control schemas or exit.
If the player chooses to create a new game, they will be prompted to choose
a save slot, input their player name then loaded into the game. If the player
chooses to load an existing game, they will be prompted to choose which save
they wish to load then loaded into the game in front of the farm.
Then the player can play till they win the game in which they will be shown
the win screen then allowed to continue playing to play minigames or choose to
return to the main menu. Or the player may pause at any moment, save then
quit.

The Player:
Character Design:
The game is in first person therefore there is no actual character design.

Movement:
Movement will be controlled using the keyboard and mouse. The player
will use the WASD keys to move around the environment. The mouse will be
used to look around.

Physics:
Basic physics are in play within this game. Gravity is the main physics
aspect within the game as the player walks on the ground and all the assets
remain on the ground.

Enemies:
There are no physical enemies in the game. The enemy ends up being the
players morality. Therefore, the only kind of enemy within Merciless Renewal is
a mental enemy the player controls.
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Unlockables/Achievements:
The player will be able to unlock additional obtainable animals after
completing prior animals. Currently the animals that will be obtainable are:
Animal Name

Located in

Income from Animal

Cat

House

$1 / Minute / Cat

Chicken

Coop

$5 / Minute / Chicken

Building Name

Cost to Repair Building

Decrease in
Cleanliness/Minute

House

Level 0->1: $100

Level 1: 5%

Level 1->2: $200

Level 2: 2%

Level 0->1: $200

Level 1: 5%

Level 1->2: $400

Level 2: 2%

Minigame Name

Unlocked When

Winnings

Catjack

Player starts the game

1 Cat / Win

Coop

Or
$15 if they have the max
number of cats at that
moment
Chicken Keno

Player builds the
chicken coop

Appropriate Number of
Chickens See Appendix
B -Menu: Help/Training.
Or
$10 per chicken they
should have won if they
do not have room for
more chickens.
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Minigames:
CatJack:
Rules: See Appendix B: Help/Training
Purpose:
Give the player the ability to obtain cats and money.

Example of Play:
The player interacts with Mrs. Sally Mae’s House. The game launches
and is shows the player the game table. They then select start, and they
figuratively lure cats with food in two different areas. This is
represented by two cards on the table in front of them with a number of
cats displayed. Female cats can count as 1 or 11 cats because they can
be pregnant and will be shown as white cats. Female cats are equivalent
to an ace in blackjack. Males will be shown as black.
At this point the player can see figuratively how many cats are
outside of Mrs. Sally Mae’s house. This is represented by one card
shown face up with a number of cats displayed. There will also be a card
face down, that will be possibly all the cats hidden in the house but
there could be more.
Now the player has the choice to lure more cats(hit), wait and see
how many cats she has(stand), or leave and try again later(surrender). If
the player surrenders, they will be taken back to the game start menu. If
the player stands, Mrs. Sally Mae’s other cat(s) i.e. card(s) are revealed.
Note: The dealer always must play in the same way, if their first two
cards are less than 17, they draw another card and continue to do so
until they have 17 or higher or bust. If they have 17 or higher in their
first two cards, they do not draw any further cards.
If the player hits, they are dealt another card. If this card places the
player with more than 21 cats(cards) they get busted by Mrs. Sally Mae
and loose. Otherwise, they have the option to draw more cards(hit) or
wait(stand). The same as above follows.
If the player has not bust, and they wait, the dealer’s hands are
shown. If the dealer has more than 21, the player blackmails Mrs. Sally
Mae because it is illegal to have more than 21 cats in one household and
wins 1 cat. If Mrs. Sally Mae does not have more than 21, and the player
has more than she does, the player wins 1 cat. Otherwise, the player
loses.
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If the player wins, but they do not have room for any more cats they
will mug Mrs. Sally Mae for money instead. This will reward $15.

Chicken Keno:
Rules: See Appendix B: Help/Training
Purpose:
Give the plyer the ability to obtain chickens and money.

Example of Play:
The player interacts with Mr. Jack Smith’s house. The game launches
and shows the player the game screen. First the player must choose how
many chickens they want to bet on, anywhere between 1 and 5. Then
chickens numbered 1 through 40 will be shown and the player can
select 1 through 5 chickens based on the prior decision.
Once they submit their decision the randomly picked chickens are
displayed. Then chickens are awarded to the player based on the prize
chart and how many chickens they matched with the selected chickens.
If the player wins, but they do not have room for any more chickens
they will mug Mr. Jack Smith for money instead. This will reward $10
for each chicken that should have been won. For example: if the player
chooses to pick 5 chickens and matched 2 or 3 numbers then they
would win $10 dollars.
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AI:
The artificial intelligence within the game is mainly just the other
players within the minigames. Mrs. Sally Mae plays the role of the dealer in
CatJack (Blackjack). Mr. John Smith plays the role of the Number Caller in
Chicken Keno (Keno).

Training:
The small quest system will serve to guide the player through what they
will need to do in order to complete the game. There will also be rules listed
under the help menu for the game and minigames.

Quest Outline:
1. Win a cat from Mrs. Sally Mae.
2. Clean the house.
3. Rebuild the coop.
4. Clean the coop.
5. Win some chickens from Mr. Jack Smith.
6. Upgrade the house.
7. Upgrade the coop.
8. Fill the house and coop with cats and chickens.
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Sound Specs:
-Sound Effects:
Player Upgrades Building: Sound of construction being done.
Construction Asset:
https://freesound.org/people/deleted_user_7146007/sounds/383726/
Player Starts a Minigame: Corresponding animal noise plays.
Player Wins a Minigame: Corresponding animal noise plays.
Cat Asset:
https://freesound.org/people/ebcrosby/sounds/334435/
Chicken Asset:
https://freesound.org/people/Rudmer_Rotteveel/sounds/316920/
Player Looses at CatJack: Sound of glass busting.
https://freesound.org/people/romulofs/sounds/127543/
Player Cleans A Building: Sound of Sweeping.
Sweeping Asset:
https://freesound.org/people/raremess/sounds/222555/
Player Fails to Clean A Building: Eerie Noise
https://freesound.org/people/SgtPepperArc360/sounds/341732/
Player Wins the Game: Noise you would expect to hear when shown a
Heaven scene.
https://freesound.org/people/HoBoTrails/sounds/424964/
Player Loses the Game: Person saying Game Over
https://freesound.org/people/MATTIX/sounds/345666/
Player Hits in Blackjack: Sound of card being played
https://freesound.org/people/themfish/sounds/45816/

-Music
Throughout the game there will be general background noise of birds and
wind. During minigames there will be a casino background music.
Casino Music Asset:
https://freesound.org/people/fkunze/sounds/342309/
General Background Noise Asset:
https://freesound.org/people/ecfike/sounds/130485/
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System Specs:
-Network Requirements:
This game will be an offline game in which no networking features will
be needed or used for the time being.

-Hardware Requirements:
Operating System: Windows 8+ 64-bit
Processor: 2.5 GHz +
Memory: 6GB Ram
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD Card +
Free Hard Disk Space:
Input: Mouse/Keyboard or Controller

Save Structure:
The game will be saved using text files. The information stored will be they
players name, player gender, current quest number, building levels
currently, building cleanliness currently, number of each animal and
amount of money they have. The only thing that will not be saved, is if the
player is in the middle of a “CatJack” game they will lose that progress.
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Appendices
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Appendix A - Gameplay Art
-Environment:
Assets from the Unreal Marketplace and 3D Models from online will be
used for the environment. I am not a level designer or modeler,
therefore my abilities to create such are not up to par to create a game
with.
Links to Used Assets:
https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace/advanced-village-pack

-Animals:
Assets from the Unreal Marketplace and 3D Models from online will be
used for the various animals. Including a cat and a chicken.
Links to Used Assets:
Cat:
https://www.turbosquid.com/FullPreview/Index.cfm/ID/1266312
Chicken:
https://www.turbosquid.com/FullPreview/Index.cfm/ID/1266316
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Appendix B - Interface Details
-Menu: Start:
This menu will display a piece of the scene and a start button.

-Menu: Main:
This menu will display the following buttons:
Start New Game, Load Existing Game, Controls, Help, Exit.
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-Menu: Pause:
This menu will give the player the option to resume, save their game,
return to the main menu, controls or quit to the desktop.

-Menu: Save:
This menu will give the player 5 save slots to choose from.
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-Menu: Help/Training:
This will display the various minigame rules.

Figure 1: CatJack Rules

Figure 2: Chicken Keno Rules
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-Menu: Controls:
This will display the various controls for playing the game to the user.

-In Game HUD:
The in-game HUD will display icons for unlocked buildings followed by
their cleanliness percentage and the amount of money the player currently
has in the bottom left corner of the screen.
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-Log:
The log displays the level of each building, the cost to upgrade the
building to the next level, the current number of each animal obtained and
the maximum number of each animal the player can house currently. (3 per
building level).

-Map:
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Appendix C – Project Schedule and Details
-Schedule Overview:
-Game Pitch: January 24, 2019
-Game Design Documents: February 7, 2019
-Core Mechanic Demo: February 28, 2019
-Midway Point Game Play: March 19, 2019
-Version 1.0 – April 25, 2019
-Version 2.0 - TBA

-Legal Issues:
Considering this project is for a college course, and does not directly
correlate with any game, I do not see where any legal issues may occur.
Assets used for the environment and animals are listed above under
Gameplay Art.
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Appendix D – Team Members
-Tiffany Abernathy:
Roles:
Programmer: Game Mechanics, User
Interface/Menus, Artificial Intelligence.

Bio:
Computer science major at the
University of South Carolina, aiming to get a
career in game development, programming
video games or other forms of software.
Experience working with Unity and Unreal
game engines, along with various
programming languages.
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